We propose an automatic 3D segmentation algorithm for multiphoton microscopy images of microglia. Our method is capable of segmenting tubular and blob-like structures from noisy images. Current segmentation techniques and software fail to capture the fine processes and soma of the microglia cells, useful for the study of the microglia role in the brain during healthy and diseased states. Our coupled tubularity flow field (TuFF)-blob flow field (BFF) method evolves a level set towards the object boundary using the directional tubularity and blobness measure of 3D images. Our method found a 20% performance increase against state of the art segmentation methods on a dataset of 3D images of microglia even in images with intensity heterogeneity throughout the object. The coupled TuFF-BFF segmentation results also yielded 40% improvement in accuracy for the ramification index of the processes, which displays the efficacy of our method.
INTRODUCTION
Despite the fact that glia occupy some 80% of the human brain, the automated segmentation of microglia cells is an open problem. Recent studies in field of neuroscience have shown that studying the morphology of microglia in different scenarios may give significant insight to neurological diseases and brain injury. Microglia are the tissue resident macrophages of the brain parenchyma and have diverse roles in brain development, homeostasis and in injury and disease [1, 2] . Pioneering in vivo studies demonstrated that microglia processes are constantly in motion even in the healthy brain and were therefore ascribed a surveillant function [3, 4] . Microglial morphology and behavior are known to be indicative of the physiologic state of the brain and are likely intricately linked with their functions in the healthy brain [5] . The constant motion of microglial processes is postulated to be important for allowing microglia to sense and respond rapidly to their environment including monitoring synaptic activity, sensing invading pathogens and dying cells, and responding to injury [4, [6] [7] [8] . During brain injury and disease this constant movement is altered as microglia retract. Their processes take on a more amoeboid morphology, however, little is known about how the decrease in microglia process movement affects their ability to perform their functions in the brain.
Microglia morphology and behavior are complex and methods of automatic segmentation and analysis of these aspects of microglia are lacking in the field of image processing. Through multiphoton microscopy imaging, it is apparent that the morphology and movement of microglia differs significantly between the brains of healthy mice and the brains of infected mice. Microglia of infected mice have decreased sampling of tissue in part due to the ramification of microglia processes. With high-throughput imaging, we may be able to reveal a quantitative model of these differences. However, there are currently no segmentation tools that are specific to the segmentation of microglia.
Nimmerjahn et al. manually traced the ends of the processes to get a rough estimation of the velocity of length change and drew out microglia for other measurements [3] . This manual method does not give accurate measurements for the fine processes and is not feasible for high throughput data. Others quantified microglia size and processes movement by thresholding the foreground and background [9] , manually outlining the cell, and manually counting primary branches using ImageJ software (National Institutes of Health) [10] . The most automated segmentation effort for microglia images was reported by Madry et al. in which Vaa3D software is used to trace microglia [8] and by Ding et al. framework that uses variational methods to segment multiple microglia in a 2D image with lower magnification [11] . These methods were used on 2D images and is also not a good fit for images that have high intensity inhomogeneity and background noise. As discussed later in Section 3, imaging microglia from healthy and infected mice with multiphoton microscopy result in images with varying intensity contrast throughout the cell which makes it difficult to threshold and separate the object from the background, in which state of the art segmentation techniques can not capture.
In this paper, we propose an automatic method for segmentation of 3D images of microglia by creating the BFF algorithm that segments the soma and combining this algorithm with the TuFF algorithm. Our coupled TuFF-BFF method can capture the fine processes and soma in noisy images without prior denoising. We compare our method to state of the art segmentation techniques that are generally used for processing biological images. We also note that our segmentation method takes in the full 3D image while other methods we compare to segments the 3D image slice by slice in the zstack.
METHOD: COUPLED TUFF-BFF
A flow-field technique is an approach to segmentation that uses a vector to extend the segmented region. Coupled TuFF-BFF is an automatic microglia segmentation algorithm that optimally combines the tubularity flow field technique (TuFF) [12] with a blob flow field (BFF) technique. The TuFF algorithm is specific to neuron dendritic trees because it only searches for tubular structures in an image. The fine processes of microglia do have tubular shapes, but the TuFF algorithm does not account for the microglia soma. Our coupled TuFF-BFF algorithm segments both the processes and soma while minimizing the overlap of their segmentation. Coupled TuFF-BFF is in the family of active contour models that pull a contour or snake towards the edges or lines of the object in an image [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . The snake is evolved by minimizing an energy functional, ε(φ), that follows some constraints until it converges to the object boundary, or zero level set. φ is the level set function that is positive inside the zero level set and negative on the outside.
Tubular Flow Field algorithm
TuFF [12] uses the tubular structure of the vessel-like objects to evolve a level set towards the objects boundary. The evolution of the contour relies on the tubular vector field of the image [15] which is attained by the orthonormal eigenvectors e i (x), where x is the pixel position within the image domain Ω. The eigenvectors are ordered by increasing magnitude of the eigenvalues, |λ 1 | ≤ |λ 2 | ≤ |λ 3 | >> 0. These eigenvalues are attained by computing the Hessian matrix of the Gaussian-smoothed image. The algorithm uses Frangi's vessel enhancement technique [20] to distinguish and enhance tubular structures in an image by using a multiscale vesselness function according to the three directions of e i (x). The segmentation is achieved by minimizing an energy functional ε(φ):
where ε(x) reg is the smoothness energy, ε(x) evolve is the curve evolution energy, and ε(x) attr is the attraction energy. The smoothness weight, v 1 , controls the smoothness of the level set curve. ε(x) reg constrains the length of the zero level set with the gradient of the Heaviside function in terms of φ. The vector n(x) is the outward normal to the zero level set of φ which effects the evolution along the vessel width. α i effects the curve evolution along the vessel width and axial direction. ε attr (φ) is the attractive energy which uses the vector field to connect smaller disjoint fragments to larger fragments during the segmentation. The energy functional, ε(φ), is minimized where φ is iteratively updated using gradient descent [12] .
Coupled TuFF-BFF for reconstruction of microglia
Similar to the tubularity measure, the proposed method uses a blobness vector field in the algorithm to account for the soma of the cell. Since the soma and the processes have varying thickness, we scale the width of the Gaussian corresponding to their sizes, where the width of the soma is to be much larger than the width of the fine processes. The blobness measure is calculated by again ordering the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix by increasing magnitudes, |λ 1 | ≤ |λ 2 | ≤ |λ 3 | to attain a structure that has high magnitude of λ in three orthonormal directions [20, 21] .
After computing the tubular and blobness information, the initial level set is attained from the 3D stack. The level set contours φ 1 to capture the processes and φ 2 to capture the soma are separately initialized by Otsu thresholding [24] the image's vessel-and blob-enhanced image. The processes and soma of microglia are simultaneously segmented by evolving their level sets and minimizing their respective energy functionals, ε T uF F (φ 1 ) and ε BF F (φ 2 ):
Although the vesselness and blobness segmentations are separate, they are linked by using the result of both level sets in the ε repel (φ) term. ε repel (φ i ) penalizes the regions of overlap between the two level sets. be iteratively updated by solving ∂ε ∂φ which, by the chain rule, can be solved with ∂φ ∂t , where t denotes each iteration [12] . We call this F, the velocity of the level set implementation:
The regions of overlap between both level sets are computed for r∂φ repel ∂t , where the repel term r = 0 when there is no overlap. This term changes the velocity, F, within the overlapping regions to repel away from their opposing level set φ. Thus, the repel force energy functional ε repel (φ) minimizes the overlap between the segmentation of the processes and soma to attain a joint segmentation.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The dataset consists of 3D images of microglia imaged from healthy mice brains using multiphoton microscopy.
Imaging and fluorescence technique
The dataset consists of 3D images of microglia from mice using multiphoton microscopy. To label microglia in the mouse brain we used mice with an inducible cre recombinase under the control of the CX3CR1 promoter crossed to the Ai6 fluorescent reporter mouse (Jackson Laboratories, Bar Harbor, ME) to generate CX3CR1creERT2/+ X Ai6ZsGreen [25, 26] . At post-natal day (P23) 23, mice were given 10uL/g body weight of a 20mg/mL Tamoxifen (Sigma) solution in corn oil to induce recombination of the floxed stop codon leading to ZsGreen expression in microglia. All procedures ad- hered to guidelines of the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (ACUC) at the University of Virginia. Microglia of adult mice (7-10 weeks old) were imaged using a Leica TCS SP8 multiphoton microscopy system equipped with a equipped with a Coherent Chameleon Ti:Sapphire laser and a 25x 0.95 NA immersion lens. ZsGreen was excited with a wavelength of 880 nm.
Dataset
The 3D movies of microglia were imaged over 20 minutes with z-stacks taken at one minute intervals, containing single or multiple microglia per field of view. Some of the images were cropped from a larger field of view containing about 10 different cells and two images were imaged from a zoomed in view of one individual cell. The images ranged from a horizontal pixel width of .01 um and a vertical pixel width of .01 um to horizontal pixel width of .2 um and a vertical pixel width of .2 um. In the 3D images, there is variation in intensity contrast throughout the cell, non-structural noise, and fluorescence bleeding through z-stack due to the lengthy imaging technique which makes it difficult to visualize and process. The images were pre-processed using histogram equalization which increased the intensity throughout the cell but further increased noise in the background.
The parameter for the width of the Gaussian filter is dependent on imaging depth. For our experiments we used σ = 0.5 to 1 to find the processes and σ = 4 to 7 to attain the soma structure. The smoothness parameter was set from v 1 = .02 to .09 to attain the best segmentation results. All experiments required fewer than 50 iterations.
Performance evaluation
In our experiments, we compare the coupled TuFF-BFF microglia segmentation results with those given by L2S [22] and the Chan-Vese segmentation method [23] . The groundtruth in 3D was attained by manually tracing the object slice by slice from the z-stack. It must be noted that this was done by eye and could have some error. Figure 2 shows the visual comparison of the segmentation results for our dataset. Our result shown on the third column captures both the soma and processes. Figure 3 shows the Dice coefficient comparison of each segmentation method to the ground truth. Since the soma is much larger than the fine processes in the microglia, the processes have less volumetric impact on the similarity score. As explained in Section 1, segmenting the processes is important for quantifying the extension from the soma and its volume of surveillance. We use the Dice coefficient to quantitatively compare the ramification by taking the convex hull of the resulting segmentation. The Dice coefficient is a similarity measure that is computed using with 2 * |intersection(A,B)|
(|A|+|B|)
where A is the ground truth and B is the compared image.
From Figure 4 , the average Dice score for coupled TuFF-BFF was 0.77, compared to 0.53 for L2S [22] and .58 for Chan-Vese [23] . It must be noted that L2S required manual user initialization for each 2D image in the stack. While the Chan-Vese method has automatic seed selection, our coupled TuFF/BFF method was the only method that was a true 3D segmentation algorithm. L2S could not consistently capture the entire processes due to the intensity inhomogeneity throughout the object and background noise. The Chan-Vese segmentation could capture the extensions of the processes but did not work well with noise and attained false positives in the reconstruction. Since our method uses the tubular and blob information of the object to separate foreground and background, the segmentation only evolved within the object boundaries.
From the segmentation of microglia from 3D multiphoton images, we attained quantification of the ramification of the microglia processes using the index provided by Madry et al. Table 1 quantifies the extension of the processes from the soma for each image. The ramification index of 1 is the soma with no ramification and a larger index denotes greater ramification. We compare the ramification index attained from the segmentation result from each method with that attained from the ground truth. The mean absolute error for coupled TuFF-BFF was 1.49 compared with 3.92 and 3.78 for L2S [22] and Chan-Vese [23] , respectively. Our method appears to achieve the closest results to the ramification index of the ground truth which shows a more realistic application-based measure. 
The ramification index in

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed an automated segmentation method that captured microglia in 3D images. There was no smoothing to the image prior to the application of our algorithm. Coupled TuFF-BFF was able to segment processes and soma from 3D images of microglia from the mouse brain. It was able to simultaneously capture the object of interest from images despite intensity inhomogeneity throughout the cell and background noise. While our method performed better than the state of the art, it could be further improved to attain a more accurate thickness of the cell and capture the low intensity areas of the branches. We plan to apply our method on images of microglia from mice in other states that significantly alters the microglia morphology. Another extension planned involves using coupled TuFF-BFF to extending existing cell tracking algorithms [16, 18, 19] 
